«Russian winter 2016»
16 – 21 of February 2016

Amateur figure skating competitions
Information letter 3.
Dear figure skating amateurs!
1. Dear people of Russian winter, adults and children
According to the offer of the Organizing committee and with help of our participants from the Urals we
started the project "The chronicle of our dreams coming true on "The Russian winter". We suggest you
all to take part in creation of photo history of our favourite competitions.
This project will end by a demonstration of a slideshow with the most unforgettable moments of the
competitions "Russian Winter" for all the time of its existence, since 2007. This will be realized in a
competitive zone or in a zone of cafe at a skating rink
Everyone, who at least once, participated in this holiday of amateur figure skating, has some photos from
Russian winter. On one – we are beautiful and happy, on others – ridiculous and touching … Let's share
these moments that warm our hearts with each other and again experience unforgettable emotions!
Experience together!
Please send your photos and videos from previous RW competitions to e-mail: historyrw@mail.ru
Sign all materials: year, name, where are you from and a category to which you would refer the photo or
video, for example – "The most original suit", "To laugh at yourself" or any other.
We are waiting for your photos and videos till January 15, 2016
You also can check out collected archive at
Vkontakte group “History of the Russian Winter” (http://vk.com/club105627780)
and at Facebook’s event posts (https://www.facebook.com/events/786779761468621/).
We promise, all photos will be used only in the peace and humane purposes!
2. We also are happy to announce a contest on the video about "The Russian winter". It can be in the
form of the announcement of the coming competitions or in the form of the video report about former
starts. Or it can be an amusing cartoon … It can be anything, depending on how you see it!
We will make the decision with the help of our participants. The winner will be marked out by a nice useful
prize!
This video will be broadcasted in the lobby of social-cultural center «Galaktika» during our competitions.
One is already received! Look: «Announcement or chronics chronicle!»
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=B9VAZN6bKNs
Please send your videos also before 15.01.16. to e-mail: historyrw@mail.ru
The voting will be held at Vkontakte group http://vk.com/club105627780 from 15.01.16 till 25.01.16.
We wish you luck during preparation to the competitions!
WE WISH YOU GOOD STARTS AND A MEMORABLE STAY AT KRASNAYA POLYANA!

Sincerely yours, the organizing committee of «Russian winter 2016», 10/11-2015.

